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What is The Lab.ms?

What does The Lab.ms have to oﬀer?

How do I join? Is it for me?

TONS! We currently have 3D printers, a laser cutter, a vinyl
cutter, electronics stations, a conference room, a classroom
and more. We have classes on a variety of making and
hacking topics, for free! Our most valuable resource are our
members and their knowledge. The larger our member
base grows, the more we can oﬀer and expand!

How do I join? Is it for me?

Are you passionate about making, collaborating, and
learning? This is the place for you! Currently the Lab.ms has
monthly memberships at $30 and annual at $250 (save
$110!). Visit http://join.thelab.ms for more info.

When can I visit the Lab.ms?

Are you passionate about making, collaborating, and
learning? This is the place for you! Currently the Lab.ms has
monthly memberships at $30 and annual at $250 (save
$110!). Visit http://join.thelab.ms for more info.

When you’re a member, you have 24/7 access to all of our
facilities. Our members visit at all hours, from daytime coworking folks, to night-owl gamers. Not a member? Come
to our Open House! We’d love to give you a tour. Check
http://meetup.thelab.ms for times.

Where is the Lab.ms located?

The Lab.ms is located in Plano, Texas. Speciﬁcally, we’re
located at 75 and Park.
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What does The Lab.ms have to oﬀer?
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TONS! We currently have 3D printers, a laser cutter, a vinyl
cutter, electronics stations, a conference room, a classroom
and more. We have classes on a variety of making and
hacking topics, for free! Our most valuable resource are our
members and their knowledge. The larger our member
base grows, the more we can oﬀer and expand!

We are a makerspace/hackerspace located in the heart of
Plano, Texas. We are an online and in-person (meatspace)
hub for the creative and the curious: engineers, artists,
hackers, makers, crafters, and general tinkerers.
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